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The Music
this is a recording of unedited abstract improvisations, in essence a “live record-
ing,” as most of these improvisations were recorded on the first or second take. 
though this collection of “pieces” is unified stylistically, it features considerable 
conceptual variety. Some of these improvisations stress gestural and textural 
material, others emphasize motor rhythms and rhythmic motives and still others 
are harmonically inspired. Some set certain strict limitations within which to work, 
others attempt a kind of extra-musical tone painting and many are mixed in style 
and method.

I have always improvised, in various styles and contexts. this has always seemed 
entirely natural to me. Improvisation was my way of investigating music. It also 
proved to be a way of making myself musically useful. But through my formative 
years I kept this a secret from my teachers. to most, the concept of improvisation 
was associated with a lack of discipline, a lack of attention to detail and a sloppy 
technique — not to mention a frivolous aesthetic mindset. today, things have 
changed. Even for the classically educated performer, improvisation classes are 
part of one’s musical training. Improvisation strengthens the student’s basic 
musicality. all classical performers must find that balance between one’s personal 
musical perspective and the notated composition. 

Improvisation is inexorably linked to composition. For me, in fact, improvisation is 
instant composition and composition a carefully considered and edited improvisa-
tion. We should remember that many of the great composers were fine improvisers: 
Bach, mozart, Haydn, Beethoven, Schubert, Brahms, Chopin, Liszt, Debussy, etc.

The Composer
a unique musician, composer-pianist Gary Smart composes and improvises a 
music that reflects an abiding interest in americana, world musics and jazz, as well 
as the Western classical tradition. He received his education at Indiana University, 
the Hochschule für musik-Koln (Germany) and yale University.

Smart’s music has been performed in major venues in the US, including the 
Kennedy Center, Carnegie Hall, and New york’s Lincoln Center. Dr. Smart has lived 
and worked in the eastern, midwestern and western USa as well as in Germany, 
Japan and Indonesia.

His work is published by margun music and has been recorded on the albany, 
Capstone and mastersound labels. His recordings The Major’s Letter, American 
Beauty, Hot Sonatas and Turtle Dreams of Flight have all been released recently 
by albany records. 

Smart has received awards for his work from the National Endowment for the 
arts, the Guggenheim Foundation, the Ford Foundation, the music Educators 
National Conference and from several state art councils. Dr. Smart has taught at 
institutions in Japan and has taught for the Fulbright program in Indonesia as a 
“Distinguished Professor of music.” Gary Smart is currently a Presidential Professor 
of music at the University of North Florida.



and one minute. these improvisations also have a certain intimate stylistic quality 
that links them together.

Inside and Inside Again are the freest and most abstract pieces on this recording. 
all the sound material comes from plucking, scraping, muting or hitting directly the 
interior of the grand piano. the result is similar to live electronic music. In playing 
this music, one must accept that control of pitch is only relative, that sound color 
and rhythm are basic building blocks, and that “accidents” are bound to occur 
and one must react instantly, embracing new developments completely. Once the 
psychological adjustment is made, it becomes possible to create interesting sound 
forms. Friends have remarked that it sounds as if I am in control. It does. But I am 
only in control of my physical movements. these movements are translated into 
sound and the sonic results are always different and are often unexpected. I do 
practice and I do have a bag of technical tricks to draw upon, but a performance 
in the piano is always creative play. I have come to delight in the randomness 
and the unreliable aspects of this activity. the process always works. the music 
always appears. 

my musical portraits of four great american abstract expressionist painters refer 
to the artists’ works. In De Kooning I layer up swirls of interrelated material. In 
Rothko the music floats in placing emitting musical light. Pollock splatters a 
crazed frenzy of notes all over the keyboard. In her work ms. Frankenthaler 
creates a mysterious beauty out of a spacious mixture of gestures and “objects.” 
I attempt to do the same. With these musical improvisations I offer my homage.

the next three “pieces” are exercises of a kind. Line Drawing sets a simple chal-
lenge, one borrowed from the visual arts: “Create a coherent piece with one line, 

Improvisation flourishes in that area where intuition and intellect work together as 
equals. the intellect must “let go,” but only so much. the intuition must also yield 
to the discipline and support of the intellect. In free improvisation, one finds this 
psychological place and then begins to play. One gesture leads to another, pattern 
follows pattern and the mind finds itself watching the fingers make music. In part 
the music is created by the memory, aural or physical, of everything one has ever 
heard or imagined, but also by associations and processes that are somewhat 
subconscious. another interesting influence is the physical layout of the keyboard, 
the shape of the hand and the hand’s natural choreography as it dances on the 
keys. though the process may feel to the performer’s controlling ego rather like 
magic, it is all quite natural. this is how the mind works best: relaxed, open, atten-
tive, creating in the moment.

my program begins with a piano and radio piece, Fanfare. this piano music is 
brassy, energetic and full of flourish. Everyday radio material material, placed in 
a new context, takes on a strange oracular quality. I have improvised with “found 
sound material” on the radio since the 1970’s. One might say this music is in the 
american experimental vein – i.e. Cowell, Partch, Nancarrow et al. Certainly my 
radio music is not at all high tech, but quite the opposite. Here I control (or “play”) 
the radios and the piano simultaneously and in real time. the two tracks with 
radios (tracks 1 and 25) are indeed solo performances. as the radio output is quite 
unpredictable, each take is unique. this kind of interaction reminds me of dramatic 
or comedy improv, where the performer has to be ready to head in a new, unex-
pected direction in a split second.

the seven Blossoms are in effect seven “preludes.” my idea was to improvise each 
little piece – a blossom of music — in a short amount of time, between 30 seconds 



Shortening Bread is almost a “set 
piece.” I have improvised on this tune 
many times over the years. I have even 
“translated it” for string quartet; a ver-
sion of this music serves as the fourth 
movement of my String Quartet. In my 
set format for piano I usually start with 
a statement of the tune in a motor 
rhythm ostinato style in the center of the 
keyboard, then descend to the bottom 
of the keyboard, segue into the piano 
interior for a while, move back onto 
the lower keyboard then ascend to the 
very the top, ending with a pseudo tap 
dance on the highest two keys and a 
final button. 

the final track is another “radio improv.” 
I have the feeling something very mean-
ingful happens in this Christmas Music, 

but my explanations are clumsy and I leave further comment to others. and at 
any rate, I can’t really take full credit for success or failure here. In the best impro-
visations the music seems to play itself. Perhaps that is why I am so fond of this 
particular creation.

                                —Gary Smart

never allowing the pen to leave the paper” or here, “Create a piece using one long 
legato melodic line, allowing no rests from beginning to end.” On Three Notes is 
made out of the use of only three pitches: F, F-sharp and D. I do allow myself to 
use these pitches in all octaves and to make use of all rhythmic or color devices 
available. these include inner piano techniques. In Black and White simply plays 
with the sound world created through the contrasting and mixing of black key 
groupings (pentatonicism) and white key groupings (pandiatonicism). 

my poet portraits refer, very generally, to the character of the work of three great 
living american poets: Paul Zimmer, mary Oliver and Billy Collins. I recommend 
the poetry. It is already part of our american heritage. Here I offer my musical 
homage.

the title The Robot’s Tango came after the fact. In listening to the playback, this 
music struck me as surprisingly funny – jerky, but dancey. “It’s a robotic tango!” 
I laughed. 

Composer toru takemitsu was a model for me and for my generation, musically 
and personally. He was a wonderful artist, a unique composer and a kind, com-
passionate, generous person. For Toru is a simple pianistic elegy for my friend 
and mentor.

Dangerous Machine is another title that came after the fact. thanks goodness the 
menacing contraption runs down at the end, rendering itself harmless.
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 1 Fanfare for piano and radio [4:10]

  Blossoms
 2 Blossom 1 [:37]
 3 Blossom 2 [:52]
 4 Blossom 3 [:42]
 5 Blossom 4 [:52]
 6 Blossom 5 [:55]
 7 Blossom 6 [1:02]
 8 Blossom 7 [1:06]

 9 Inside [1:41]

  Four American Painters
 10 DeKooning [2:27]
 11 rothko [1:58]
 12 Pollock [1:51]
 13 Frankenthaler [2:18]

 14 Line Drawing [1:48]

 15 On Three Notes [2:45]

 16 In Black and White [1:56]

  Three American Poets
 17 Zimmer [1:21]
 18 oliver [2:54]
 19 Collins [1:44]

 20 The Robot’s Tango [2:01]

 21 For Toru [3:33]

 22 Dangerous Machine [1:29]

 23 Inside Again [2:04]

 24 Shortening Bread [3:36]

 25  Christmas Music for piano 
and two radios [5:50]

  Gary Smart, piano

  total time = 51:36
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